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Dr. Greenslade. Referring to your written evidence, it is number 14,

I gather that although you heard the rumour and had a word with Professor

Bradley yOu were not directly concerned with any of the arrangements

made. for the lecture or for the change of venue?

No.

You were not involved in it in any way at all?

No.

So you went to the lecture. About how many Chemists were present at

the beginning?

Around 13. It is a bit difficult to specify, I think about 13.

There has been some t.~ of many of the chemists being told of the

venue at the iliastmoment. Were you awa~e of any lastminuteFarrangements

which got the chemists to the meeting in question?

I think it is true that the second year chemists were told quite late in

the afternoon but I am not sure exactly when but probably after 3 o'clock

anyway. ,~myself did not hear of it until after 3 o'clock.
\

just
And when you were told at 3 o'clock you were told/that it was in Wivenhoe

House or were'you told which room it was going to be in?

That is fairly obvious, that is the room usually used.

You sat with Mr. Adams, towards the back of the room?

The last row, I should think, or the last but one at least, but I think

it was the last ro~.

Could we go back to the stage before the meeting. Some people have told

us about this rumour, how you came to hear about this planned demonstration.

You are slightly mmxR stronger and more detailed about this rumour. You

say you heard there was going to be a violent demonstration and also this

detail that an original collaborator had withdrawn from planning as he

thought the measures too extreme. From what M£ sort of source was this?
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Professor Bradley actually stated the source)! .did not want to state it.

It was 14r. Evans in fact cmd the reason it cllme through me is that I

have a lot of liaison with !VIr.Evans through schools.

And thip description was h~words?

I am pretty sure that is what he said.

Notably the word violence?

I think that might be too strong, I cannot remember. exactly but

iif~i~~. a nasty demonstration if not violent.

I put this to another witness that some form of the demonstration now

that is generally considered quite legitimate and other forms clearly

are not. Was there anything in what you heard which would suggest.

that this was likely to be an illegitimate form of demonstration and

could you specify?

I think what !1r. Evans said in paraphrase was that there was going to

be a demonstration and it was going to be so nasty that one of the

collaborators had withdrawn. That is the extent to which I had information.

Did he say who! the collaborator was?

No; he did not name his source of the rumour.

'What was the first you heard of the demonstration itself':in the room?

Vihen :tkyousay the first that I heard.

The first realisation-

One could look out of the window and see a vast troop of people coming

across to the House, the green to the huts, wierdlydressed people.

After that, what was the next thing you know of it'Z

A number of these came into the back of the i~~Iii:Rg and filled up the
standin.g.s1)ac(~ at the .,

baCK ol-the room I suppose there was room for two or three rows of

people standing,. fairly close standing, and this soon filled up and one

~ j, '" ,~
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or two people, 4alf a. dozen, or perhaps more sidled round to the window

space and sat in the side aisle on the rig4t hand side.

Yours is the first evidence we have heard of any-one coming through the

baCk door, the double door. Can you be sure of that?

Oh, yes. I think definitely that the fmrst lot of paople came irlthe

back. lam pretty sure of that, and then when that WaS.blocked up it

is.that more came to the side.

You are sure that it could not have been that a commotion was going on

behind the back door which you might have heard and thought that the

main body came through the side?

When you say the maid body came through the side I shou~d think at

least as many came through the side afterwards as .came through the

back.

People definitely came through the back?

People definitely came through the back door.

\

I am trying to get the order of.this.. m Do you remember at any time
.

Dr. Bowden going out of the meeting room?before the demonstrators

really came iJl?

I know he went out but I could not say when. I think in fact he went

out, in fact he went out the side door after the back rows had been

filled up but I am not sure, I 'would not like to say exactly.

1

Obviously peoples recollections gat confused. We have heard' for

instance from Hr. Davis that he was stationed by the back door and

did not let anyone through. Lets take it as you remember.

It is a long time ago nO\lI.

As far as youremem.ber tp.ey.Came through the backdodr';'

back door then closed?

Was the

It was blocked, by people standing.

'"
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»id you hear any conversation going on at a~behind you at the back door,

between particularly Dr. Bowden and people trying to get in?

I seem to remember }~. Davis saying something but I do not recollect Dr.

Bowden being outside the back door. I don't recollect that.

After as you thi~ people came through the back door was there any gap

before they started emerging through the side?

There was a momentary pause. That was about all.

As they came through either door, particularly the side door, what steps

did you notice being taken by any members of the Chemistry Department to

prevent entry?

I think it is clearly I was here before the official opening. Mrs. Trueman

recollects it very clearly that in fact I think Dr. Bowdeh did say this is

a Chemistry department meeting. In fact XkiEXwaB the original lecture had

been cancelled and this was a new one, and he was saying this in an agitated

m~er, I think it was on the spur of the moment~v,g~M~t~dy did point that

all University lectures are open and he said remember you are guests of the

Chemistry department.
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Do you recollect him saying this and where was he when he was saying this?

In the doorway.

Inside the doorway?

Yes.
~.

Perhaps we ought to get your view on this as someone not directly involved.

"Do you think that non-menbers of the Chemistry Society ~~~~~~~gklers~

do have a right to come to Chemistry Society xectures?

~uite clearly there should be no restriction on people coming to a lecture

which is essentially academic and is of a faculty society. As far as

heckling goesldo not think that'~ academic leoture people should heckle

during the course of the lecture.

Now we are getting outside our terms of reference, I just want to get YQur

view on the access, prima facie non-members do haye ar:ight to comeiD.~

I think we all probably agree on that.

Y~is just one question about what Dr. Bowden said. One .'Ofo~ pieces of

- ~~ ~~=-, ~_.~- ~-~
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. evidence alleged that Dr. Tillett had said that when the demonstrators

came in the room that this waspot the Dr. Inch meeting. Dr. Tiilett

denied that. I think a number of thingsf a number of people not knowing

Drs. Tillett and Bowdenhad attributed things that were said by one to

the other. Dr. Tillett denied ever having said this. \-!hatyou have told

us Dr. Bowden said is something like this remark that has been attributed

to Dr. Tillett. Did Dr. Bowden actually say that this was not the Inch

meeting?

,
-"> This is what he actually, the exact words I am not sure, but I am sure

of Dart the statement that' ~iwcdid try and indicate that this was
being cancelledand this was a new meeting.

~ ~ witness, we have not seen him yet but, he has put it in writing,

remembers this exchange, says that he himself made a rejoinder to the

'effect thatJ'ft is not the Dr. Inch meetingwhy did you introduceDr.

Inch. (Reference 21, Houghton, page 2 at the bottom~ Dr. Tillett then

said-that this was not the Inch meeting and that the InC~eeting was
off and this was a meeting of the Chemistry department staff. I asked

him firmly why he had then introduced the speaker as Dr. Inch just

before the new arrivals entered. Does that interchange strike any

chord in your memory?



No, I do not recollect anybody asking this qUestion in fact. Theymay

have done but there was quite a commotion outside the door so it is

conceivable that it may have been drowned. I thought it was Dr. 'Bowden

who actually stood at the door to try and stop people coming in.

~~ Dr. Tillett hasdi~iidquite firml~ having said the remarks attributed

to him.

i-\. It is possible that this person has confused the two.

There is a difference between ;Saying that this is a Chemistry

Depe.rtmentmeeting and this is not the Inch meeting or the Inch

meeting has been cancelled. Can you remember?

I

I.

,
H

,
./ell, I dont t think there was, I see what, you are getting at, but the

way, of course I can see what he was getting at maybe that is ~h~I

remember it differently but lam sure what'he was trying to say was

that in fact they cancelled the oPen m€eting and are now hol~inga

departmental ~eeting to restI'ict people coming in. I don't think it

wasa~ intention to claim that it was other than Dr. Inch giv;i.ng the

lecture.
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Dr. Greenslade giving evidence

.~ Can you explain exactly what you mean by departmental meeting?
was not clear earlier on in someone else's explanation.

This

A To some extent this is my opiniqn but it seems to me that on the spur
of. the mOIrlentpeople were surprised D by the extent to which there

were demonstrators there. The~ suspected sort of a handful1 ~d they
were faced with, I would say, about 60 to 80. This surprised them and
therefore on the spur of the moment they had to think something up to
keep people out and in many universities, and after all most of the
chemistry staff have been at other universities, of course a departmental
meeting is closed and 'I think therefore when a member of staff said this

is a departmental meeting there was the implication that it was Closed to
outsiders. But this I think is purely retrospect. One can StAy here that

the U~iversity has the rule that all lectures are open to everyone,
therefore there is no such thing in a sense ~f as a lecture departmental

meeting in that sense.

~."t It is true that departinents, and I understand from the prev:lous witness
from the Chemistry department ,certainly the,. government department, has

weekly seminars which are really confined to staff and graduate students.

~ I don't want us to pursue this too much. I don't think. it part of our

job to find out what the legal position is.

0: I was concerned with ~hat was meant to the demonstrators.

A. If I can quickly answer that one. Our department.al research colloquia

are open to anyone in fact but normally of course it is only research
students and graduate students and staff and some third year undergraduate
students who i;}ome to these but by ar.dlarge tlley'are open, we db not close
them.

Q Two more woints on the entry. One slightly different version has been

put to us, Dr. Bowden may be ~ble to clear it. up, ~hat he was admitting
people six at a time in little groups and trying to cut off the flow at
frequent intervals. Is that the impression you got':

A I cannot remember. This was at the front and I was at the back and by
this time there was a crowd round the side wallli'

~ Y~y I just pitk you np on this estimate of 60 to 80. We have had~.
varying estimates going up as high as 150 and as low as 501 think. Are

you fairly.confidentin saying 60 to §.O?. .~" . ..
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A
The way I worked this out waS~his. I know that that room fitting in

the padded chairs which were used at that time, padded arm chairs,

and even pushing those up, there are only about 30 to 40 such chairs.

If you put these in there is yery little space left and even with

people standing at the back,XkHR near the windows, then I would think

you could not get more than another 40 perhaps 60 at the outside

although there were some people outside, so it seems to me that there

was certainly not more than about 80. In fact when it came to the

eventual stage when there were people in the corridor I would have

thought that the corridor might hold 20 and the vestibule; the two

vestibules might hold 40 people so again I would have thought that

the number of demonstrators was mot more than80 as an outside estimate.

~ 'Nehave heard two accounts of an incident in which you were involved,

during this time with Halberstadt.

,
rt Yes.

'<. I will refer you to,~ one is Adams, they are both exactly the

same in fact, although one is interluded with certain expressions of

opinion. ~ Adams is Number 10.

A I have read that.

.. ls that fairly accurate?

.-' . Let me see. ';iithHalberstadt?

..... The incident I am thinking of is halfway down page 10, Halberstadt

and the 3!1oking .

-"- Oh, yes. Dr. Inch is making an entrance.

,'"
~ Ynere is a fuller account of that incident. Can you telf'what me

0f ' ~q.
you remember zk~t your talking;Ha~berstadt about smoking?

,,'

A Dr. Lewis was sitting on my right>askedHalb~rstadt to put his cigarette

out and the ,reason being that there were no windows open and smoke was

drifting down and creating a nuisfance. Halberstadt ignored this or said

something rather rude I think, I cannot remember exactly, and so I asked

him as a member of the academic staff of the Chemistry Department to put

his ciga.Xette out and. again he refused to do this, so I asked him for

his name and that was it.
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", dere you aware of other people smoking? \.Je have heard tha,t they were.

\
'"' I think there may have been.oth(?r people smoking.

r:~igh:b ourhood I was in.

This was just in the

"" It is not a very importan.i:; incident but I will just put to you the version

gi ven by someone else which basicalJ;y was; that you were rather brisk and

that Halberstadt waS rather polite.

A I am not right to judge that.

It is not an incident of vast importance. Now we get on to Triesman

getting up and speaking. Now I would refer you to the Adams conversation.
Do you accept the accuracy of that'.\' Page 10, conversation with Dr .Greenslade.

A ::: am not sure of his last claim, that I shall reconunend to the Vice-Chancellor

that he is sent down. I must admH that I had forgotten it and I ani not
W{J.5 '. ".

sure that. I ever said it. ILcertainly very angry that somebody should
stand up and announce that a war tribunal was going to take place and
they aere going to read the indictment and interrupt the speaker. I am
not sure that I have the power or that much weight with the Vice-Chancellor,
that I would have said it.
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Chairman: You might have expressed your anger and perhcaps your

view that he should be sent down in some circtunstances'?

Greenslade: I think it is quite likely that I eXprG~.,sed the view

that he was a bounder or some words to that effect.

Chairman: Just going ba.ck to the entry again. The general picture

we've got itJof a reasonably orderly entry, people

coming in the side doer and filing round the sides and

back and down the aislesp1Jnctuated by some shouts of

there being plenty of ~or0 room.

Greenslade: I don't think on~ should say orderly because that

implies a sort of school childrenlike procession (;public

school children that is). I think tl9.atundoubtedly
p(,\$~

people pushed p&~ Dr. Bowden and they pushed
the door open. I think there is no doubt about that.

There is no doubt that there is some shouting at the back

and incitement for people to push in. Calls that there

was plenty ,of room which was blatentl;)'untrue of course.

I think there is no doubt of that. I don't think at

this stage anybo~y had taken any really serious steps but

they head shown. a sort of impoliteness in their manner.

Their manner was certainly arrogant.

Chairman:
pOiAderil<,g" , 'VI '. 'I am ~ a phrase ~which you say that they
~e(>I:-., " .past:.: .

pushed ~ Dr. Bowden. Hav:mg pushed ~ him they
. . "I

movedro.und the corner of the room. They w~ren't really

shoving when they got into the room'?

Greenslade: No.

Chairman: I v/ant to ask you about Triesman' s opening words, you

mention the reading of the indictment and the War Crimes

Tribunal. You may very well nbt remember this but do you
, (, ' )

X'E)memberwhether words such as.preventing the lecture were

used or whether words such as'interrupting the lecture)

;111ere used'?

.,<Il'L
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.1 distinctly remember Mr. Triesmari saying - we ar$
. .

going to stop you before you start.

At that what made you feel that the visitor ought to

leave~

Well, I thought it was quite clear that 'liewouldn't hear

a lecture on Chemistry, there \,(asHO doubt that it had

been broken up - the meeting at that stage or that there

was no likelihood of it starting..

~ did you consider there was no likelihood of it starting~

Did. you conside~ that they might finish reading this

ind~ctment and then tile..;lecture would contin..?
",

Well, they had already stated that they were going to conduct
'. fro,"

a War Crimes Tribunal andLtheir whole manner it seemed to

me that a lengthy demonstration was in the offing at least)

and'conceivably we could have held the lecture that evening

but' I should have thought that at the disturbed state of

affairs nobody wanted to hear a lecture at that stage.

Why did you assume that the Chairman would be unable to

restore order?

My own personal view is that right from the start the

Chemistry Departme~t did underplay it. I would have taken

muc~ more stringent precautions myself and I felt at that

stage) knowing or having heard this rumour and so forth)

I felt that there was no doubt that there was every inten-

tion to stop this lecture taking place and to substitute

this so-called War Crimes Tribunal. There seemed no doubt

to me at t~s stage.

"
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Givin~ evidence Dr. Greenslade

I" I want to ask you what you saw of Dr. Inch'sdeparttire from the
room, you may not have beenable, to see very much, but one

impression we got. certainly is that acombinatton of a large
number of demonstrators in the doorway and no doubt others moving
upfrorri the side constituted a physical obstruction through which

Dr. Inch only got through with great difficulty. What I want to
ask you is whether you saw any acts of restraint or assault other
than this physical obstruction?

Well there is this act of assault w~~ich ~;his person, who said he
was Arch~t:~d " . .

Apart from ;;hat?

I don t t think I could s~,\ecify but there was no doubt to my mind
that 1;::lGrewas an attempt to restrain Dr. Inch from leaving the
room in the sense that people pushed forward and that he would be
stopped from leaving I mean I think I heard cries of - no he
doesn't - of words to that effect.

Were you in a position to get a clear view of the steps taken by
Dr. Inch and other members of staff'l

-I had moved to the front of the room by that time and I was a
little way behind Dr. Inch and I remember Mr. Davis coming to the
side door and trying to ease D~. Inch through and I followed this
procession through and then there seemed to be a mad' rush,
literally, once he had got to the bottom of the stairs.

I am still concerned with his getting out of the room, because we
have heard slightly contradictory accounts of this particular
manoeuvre. How long after he made to leave was he able to get

out? V,fasit i minute or 3 minutes?

L---"'~'_d
'j,

'.)
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midenc,e~iven, 'by Dr. Gre~nslade

A, ~/en. it was et slow progress! don't thirik he had to hold. back

'while a g~p was broken. There :was, a lo~o$ jostling and he
tCi'.gp:rdb~bly a :fawmin-u.:t%f&Sto '~et 't6th,e ,bo.ttOIILOi'the stairs.

,. ' , . ',' '" ',", ..' " .,..

,Q Do youreipeniber anythi~gsa.id .a! thatst;age about
.. '.. t, ' "

,'p()lice? '

A No..

~. We have 2'contradictory accounts ofthisj one that Dr. Tillett
while sti11 in tb.croom told MN Davia tocal1i;he p6lice.

.. Another that he didn't do it '.mtil much later when he saw'
Dr. Inch pinned ~.:nth~ vestibule. Were you 'there ilear Dr. Tillett

and do yo~ remember him being th~et.ttlostj;!o~.the time tryirigto. '

assist Dr~ Inch leaving?

A Well he certainly seemed to be present t:ryingto assist Dr.. Inch
leaving but the~ I lost track of him and I don't know what

. .. .

happened ~hen Until a m:L1chlatel'stage w!fenwe were;,stari.q.ing in
the vestibule.

Q You lost ,track of him before or after Dr~ Inch Biot out?

..".,

A Just a.fterhe got. out of'the room :rlost sig!!tof Dr. Tillett.

Q Do you t4~nhave a specific memory of Dr. TillettIL'beingp:t Dr.
Inch's side &.6it were all the time as Dr. 1*1:1 wes trying to
get out?

'A Ithinkh~" was at Dr. Incn'
into the end of the bar.

si.de c~rtain:LYt1,htil Dr. Inch was

Q
, ..

priringth~ rrishyou rrienti,onRalbex-stad t, say:tng ~ ke~:p y6uf- :hands
'. , ' . ' .. .

off me. Was hethenbeh:i.nda lot ot the others who~dB.lrea.dy

rushed OUt?"

I .. .. . .i...
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Well there was quite a rush forward at this stage. I'm not

quite sure where he would be. '£here were still a fair number

of people behind us at this stage.

The reason I ask this is that an allegation has been made by

Mr. Wyatt that Halberstadt attempted to strike Davis in the

doorway. I am wondering whe',:b3r you can confirm or deny or

don't. know whether Halberstadt was in the doorway or whether

he was back behind the crowd?

+ didn't see that.

Did you notice any liniing of arms at the doorway to prevent

Inch going?

At the sort of stage in the vestibule?

Nu, not at t~t stage. I am still talking of getting out of

the room.

I don't think at that stage there was linking of arms.

. Now we go along to the vestibule. During the reading of the

indictment anc. ;;l.equestioa1.ng of Dr. Inch, you were present?

You had gone off and come back?

Yes I went off and I came back and I was present while this

indictment was continued to be read.

V/here abouts were you rt tha.t time?

I was about three rows away from 'Dr. Inch.
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Q The impression we have got of all this, before the police

moved in, was that first Oiall you know Dr. Inch was hemmed

in the corner, were you able to see whether or not he was

molested or not in any way apart from being hemmed in bya

close cordon of demonstrators!

A No I couldn't see.

Q The impr€~6ion we have got is to start with quite a lot of

shouting of slogans which then subsided when the indictment was

von~:,n'1~C'_.The indictment then being read in comparative silence.

Dr. Inch then offering to have bis say, a number of questions

beir.g directed at him, him answering and his answers being from

time to time being interupted by fu.rther .questioning COining
forward.

A I thir~ at that stage that I should say that when yqu say further

questions coming forward there waS intimidation in the sense of

a sort of'heckling in almost a threatening manner.

Q For instance were you able to hear his answers?

A Yes, I coUld hear his answers.

Q
~
There were two kinds of interuption we have heard. First of all

whatiJ.eve been termed cries of derision to some of hh; answers

and secor.d].yalmost a stampede of fur'~her questions huried at

him while he was ansNETing. Does that seem to you 1!-.boutaccurate?

A That is about accurate but of course cries of derision cover a

wide range of things and if you have got a man penned in a corner

it is a bit different to cries of derision at a politician on

a platform. He certainly didn't look a very happy man to me.
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Q Can I take you up on that? This is a very difficult one for you

to remember bec:ause quite obviously you thought it, perhaps quite

jus':-ifiably.,,an intimidating situation but do you have a cle~r

mem()J:'y o:t;,him iooking intimidated? ~'here has been some ddubt'>'b'rl

this point..

A I would definitely say that he loo~ed intimidated.

Q Did the way he gave his answere lend or confirm this impression?

A He started Qff by quoting John Wesley but of cpurse having hardly

heard him speak it was difficult to say whether he was nervQus

but he seemed to be a little nervous to ~e even at that stage..

And certainly later on'ilE:seemed verynervQus at answering. qu~st':toiia.

Q Just a little further into your comment that the heckling was almost

in a threatening manner. Was there any physical action or any-

thing they said that at all suggested that his physical safety was

in question? Did anyone threaten him in the ordinary sense?

A I don't recollect thatJno.

IQ Did you see him express any desire tp leave at that stage?

A ~lell I didn't but I would hav.e been surprised if he had. You

don't try and leave if there are about 40 to 50 people standing

close around you, do you? , :-..

Q Coming on the question of the police. Again the impression we

have got is that the police arrived some minutes before they

actually stepped in. That when they arrived there was a general

sit-down in the corridor a.lt'lcughnot in the vestibule. It seems

t'Jhave been about the time that Pr?les:.;orCordor~ J:\adea

~uggestion that they should move to the meeting room that the

)olioe actu~lly stepped in. Do you remember that?
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A I have a feeling-that this suggestion occured '..:sfore the police
stepped in.

Q Do you remember what r~ception t~t suggestion got?

A qYes, I think there. was def.initely a hostile reoeptiom - peopibe
ign,ored it.

Q. And then the police clamb~~ ever the sitting demonstrators

and managed to reach Dr. Inch. About howma:p.ypolicemeh do you
remember 9ame through?

A Half a dozen)perhaps 8.
Q. Now you talk about the scrimmage being fa~rly rough. Of course

. .

there was such a mass of people it is dirficult to get any clear
picture. Given the numbersi':of people in the room and given the
fact that police had to clamb~ over theoomonstr~tors and given
that there was a certain amount of shouting, was the scrimmage
rougher than you would expect?

A Well there was no doubt that the demonstrators were trying to
restrain .the police from getting to Dr. Inch and escorting ~ .

Clt.

Q ReE;'.;r8.:_ning them by standing in front of them or rest£aining them
by grapbing hold of them?

A Well I think initially there was this linking arms business and
then there was this demonstration intimidation tactic of calling
the policeman's number. Eventually the police got round Dr.
Inch and there might well have been arms coming out to try and
pl;ll them back at that stage. In fact there was certainly one
incident near the doorway which I didn't really see but it
looked to me as if somebody did try and get their arm round a

policeman's neck. A hat was knocked off.

I
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Q Now the impression I have got so far is~that after the police

had got through to Dr. Inch the.demonstrators formed a linked-

armf. cordon around the ~olice who themselves were surrounding

Dr. Inch, which for some~imeprevented the police from ~~tting
Dr. Inch out.

A I think the linked-arms cordon was used at three stagesi I tried
. .

to get nearer to Dr. Inc.h at,on~ stage and certainly there was a

linked-arms cordon ih front of me before the police had arrived..

Secondly when the police did arrive and tried to get through,

the linking spread and there was a lot of linked-arm cordoning

going on and certainly when the police got through even more

linked arms to try and prevent them getting out. There is no

doubt in my mind that that was the practice throughout.

.Q Apart from the incident which you ~idn't see very clearly you

didn't notice any significant deviations from this particular

tactic?

A Well the police had to try and push through and there \\3.Set
,

certain amount of boot flying in fact I got an inch cut on ~
leg but this may have been a policeman's boo~it may have been

anybody's but this was just beca.use the police.'.o{eretrying to

get through to Dr. Inch tbro~gh a linked-arm cordon.

Q Were ,you close to the i,oliceand Dr. Inch when they did in f:;-ct

get him out?

A Well I was in th~ vestibule the whole of the time.

Q Again, primarily in extricating him was it a question of police

pushing a way out a;1d demonstrators obstructing?

A Oh Yes.

Q Obstructing them by their physical presence or by their linked

arms or was there any kind of pushing or grabbing that YOUIIlW?
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A Apart from this one incident I am not sure whether there was or

not but when they finally got out of the room I suppose there
, "

were a few rows of people between me and the polioe and at that

stage it ~as a bit difficult to see.

Q When the police were in the vestibule did you no.tice a helmet

knocked off?

A Well they were capped polic~ andther~ was ~ cap knocked off.

Q You didn't act¥ally witness the knocking?

A Well I saw it go off but I didn't see who did it.

Q Ycu can't take a view as to whether it was a deliberate move by
.

someone or whether it was something which happened accidentally

in the rush~

A I don't think I'd like to, no.

.. ~ 71'
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